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Computational Techniques Based on the Lanczos
Representation

By J. N. Lyness*

Abstract. In his book Discourse on Fourier Series, Lanczos deals in some detail with

representations of f(x) of the type f(x) = hv-,(x) + g/x) where Ap_i(^:) is a polynomial of

degree p — 1 and gp(x) has the property that its full range Fourier coefficients converge at the

rate r-*.

In Part I, some properties of Ap(x) and of the series {hAx)\,œ are described. These prop-

erties are used here to provide criteria for the convergence or divergence of the Euler-Mac-

laurin series, in the case when f(x) is an analytic function. The similarities and differences

between this series and the Lidstone and other two-point series are briefly mentioned.

In Part II, the Lanczos representation is employed to derive an approximate representation

F(x) for an analytic function f(x) on the interval [0, 1] is derived. This has the form

p-l ml i

F(x) =   £ \-iBAx)lq\ +2 E (Mr cos 2rrx + vr sin 2-irrx)
4-1 r-0

and requires for its determination the values of the derivatives /<«~*'(1) — f-*~lK0)(q = 1,

2, ■ ■ ■ p — 1) and the regularly spaced function values f(j/m) (J = 0,1, • • •, m). It involves

replacing gp(x) by a discrete Fourier expansion based on trapezoidal rule approximations to

its Fourier coefficients.

This representation is a powerful one. The drawback is that it requires derivatives. Most

of Part II is devoted to the effect of using only approximate derivatives. It is shown that when

these are successively less accurate with increasing order (the sort of behaviour encountered

using finite difference formula), then the representation is still powerful and reliable. In a

computational context the only penalty for using inaccurate derivatives is that a larger value

of m may—or may not—be required to attain a specific accuracy.

Part I.**   Properties of the Sequence h Ax)

1. The Lanczos Representation. In this section, we outline a derivation of

what we term Lanczos' representation for a function /(x). We suppose that /(x)

is an analytic function of x and is real valued when x is real. For convenience, we

suppose that /(x) is analytic in a region of the complex plane which contains the unit

interval [0, 1], a restriction which we denote by

(1.1) /(x)G AR[0, 1].

Most of the results require only that
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(1.2) fix) ECW [0,1]

for some self-evident value of p.

A well-known representation over the unit interval is the Fourier series

(1.3) fix) = If + 2 J2 CMj cos 27T/-X + S(r)f sin 2rrx.
r-l

The coefficients which occur in this series (Fourier coefficients) are given by

(1.4) If= C(0)/ =   f  fix)dx
Jo

and by the real and imaginary parts of

(1.5) CMf + iSU)f =   f  /(x)e2l,ri dx.
Jo

In cases in which /(x) is a function of several variables, we indicate the integration

variable explicitly by writing for example

(1.6) Clr)ifix))= C(r)f.

It is well known that within the open interval (0, 1) the Fourier series coincides

with f{x). Specifically,

fix) = fix),       0 < x < 1,

(1.7) /(1)= /(0)= i(/(l) + fiO)),

fix + 1) =   fix)    all    x.

The Fourier series (1.3) is a particularly useful tool when /(x) is a periodic function

of period 1. In this case, the series converges reasonably rapidly. For example, if

there are no singularities within a distance d of the real axis, the asymptotic behaviour

of the Fourier coefficients is bounded by an inequality of the form

(1.8) |C<r)/+ iS(r)f\ < Ke-2rrd.

However, if /(x) is not periodic, the use of the Fourier series (1.3) has two related

drawbacks of a computational nature. First is the circumstance that the series may

converge very slowly. For example, when /(l) ^ /(0), we have

(1.9) S(r)f ~ Oír'1)    asr-> oo

and, unless /'(l) = /'(O),

(1.10) C(r>/ ~ Oír'2)    asr-^œ.

If a truncated form of the Fourier series is used for numerical approximation, a large

number of terms have to be retained to obtain a required accuracy. The second

related drawback is the fact that methods for evaluating the integrals in (1.5) numeri-

cally are cumbersome. For the larger values of r, the integrands are more rapidly

oscillatory and so more difficult to evaluate numerically.

A modified representation, based on the Fourier series, has been discussed by

Lanczos [4]. This involves expressing /(x) in the form
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(1.11) fix) = h„_Ax) + gvíx)

where hv.,ix) is a polynomial of degree p — 1 and gp(x) has Fourier coefficients

which satisfy the order relation

(1.12) C{r)gp + iS{r)gp~Oir'v)    asr-> » .

A convenient method for obtaining this representation is by means of the Fourier

Coefficient Asymptotic Expansion (FCAE). This may be derived using integration

by parts and has the form

(1.13)     c<"/ + isMf = g (~ir'(/<°"')(1)~/U"')(0)) + ci"/ + iSiTf,
a = l (¿irir)

(1.14) C*"/ + iS,,"/ = 7^ f /('W" - 1) dt.
í2iTtr)  Jo

where the remainder term has the integral representation

v     ¡-I

{2rirf Jo

Clearly,

(1.15) Cpr)f + iSpr)f as 0(/--p)   asr^œ.

The expressions (1.13) for C(°/ and S(r)/ may be substituted into the Fourier series

(1.3). The summations over index r may be expressed in terms of Bernoulli functions,

defined by
5  r   \                            o=                   2xit»-ixt/2
BqsX) i    V   D     e_

^r="2§Re-(2^-(1.16) ^=-2lRe

This follows the standard notation used for example in Abramowitz and Stegun

[1, pp. 803 et seq.]. The result is

D-l
BAx)

fix) =If+J2 (/(,_1>(1) - /'-"(0)) ^P + 2 Z CPT)f cos 2vrrx
(1.17) J"1 q'

+ 2 ¿ S¿r)/sin 27T/-X.
r = l

The function 5a(x) coincides with the Bernoulli polynomial BAx) in the open interval

(0, 1) for all values of q and in the closed interval [0, 1] for all values of q other than

q — 1. Since

(1.18) BAx) = x - è;        /5,(0) = 5,(1) = 0,

it follows from (1.7) that

(1.19) /(x) - /(x) = if il) - fíO))ÍB,íx) - E,íx)),       O^í 1,

and, adding this into (1.17), we find

fix) = If + g (/"""(I) - /'«""(O)) ^ + 2 ¿ Ci"/ cos 2-rrrx

(1.20)

+ 2 ¿ Slr)f sin 2htx,        öai| 1.

The sum over index q is clearly a polynomial of degree p — 1 in x. In many applica-
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tions, it is convenient to define A,,_,(x) in a manner which includes //. In this particular

application, we include // in the definition of gAx). Thus, we define

(1.21) A,-i(x) =   ¿2 (/"""(I) - /"""(OWB.W/«!
«-i

and

(1.22) £,(*) = fix) - hv_Ax) = If + 2 X C¿r)/ cos 2htx + 2 X) «i"/sin 2tt/-x.
r=l r-1

This gives the Fourier coefficients of gAx) directly. Thus

(1.23) Igp = Ij'
CMg, + iSir)gp = Cp'f + iSvr)f,

and, in view of order relation (1.15), these Fourier coefficients are of order 0{r~v)

as r becomes infinite. We state these results as a theorem.

Theorem 1.24.   If fix) G C<E)[0, 1] then

fix) = hp_Ax) + g„(x),

where Ap_i(x) is the polynomial of degree p — 1 given by (1.21) above and gAx) is a

function whose Fourier coefficients satisfy the order relation

CiT)gP ~ Oír'"), S(r)gP ~ Oír'")    as r -> co .

We conclude this section by stating some of the more obvious properties of

hn-Ax) and g„(x). If we denote by 7jV"(x) tne sth derivative of the function BAx)

(and not a Bernoulli function of the 5th kind), it is simple to show that

(125) Bls\l) - B'Z\0) = q\   whens = <?-l,

= 0     otherwise.

From this, it may be shown that

Ig, = //,        /A,-, = 0,

¿r,(l) - *i"(0) = 0, r = 0, 1, ••• ,p- 2,

(1.26)                                       = /(r)(l) - /<r'(0), r = p- l,p, ••• ,

/¿-i(l) - Ai" (0) = /(r,(l) - /<r,(0), r = 0, 1, • • • , p - 2,

= 0, r = p — l,/>, • • • .

Given that A„_i(x) is a polynomial of degree p — 1, these relations provide enough

information to completely specify /<Vi(x). The relations which involve g„(x) may

also be used in conjunction with the FCAE (1.13) applied to g(x) to show the order

relation (1.24) directly. It also follows from (1.14) and (1.22) that the function gAx)

has the integral representations

Ç f'-(t\ £p00 — Bvjx -gAx) = // +    r\t) ^^—^—- dt
(1.27)

=   H -   f   f"-»(/J
iP - IV-

= //- /"/"""o Ve* »,°^-
Jo
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Certain special classes of functions give rise to particular cases. If /(x) is a polynomial

of degree d ^ p — 1, then

(1.28) gvix) = //

is a constant. If /(x) is a periodic function of period 1 and so

(1.29) fix + I) = fix)   all jc,

then

(1.30) A^fx) = 0,        f{x)=gv{x).

In this case, the theory given above is of course formally correct, but not of particular

interest.

2. Convergence of the Sequence A„(x). In Part II, we discuss a method for

the implementation of this representation. In this section, we consider the convergence

properties of the sequence of polynomials

(2.1) // + Kix),       p = 1,2, 3, ••■ .

We have noted that, when /(x) is a polynomial of degree d, all members of the sequence

after the dth are identically equal to fix). Thus it is of interest to ask to what extent

it is the case that the infinite sequence converges, and if it does converge, whether

or not it converges to /(x).

The question of whether or not the infinite series

(2.2) ¿ (/"-"(l) - f^mBAxVql,       0 ^ x ^ 1,
Q-l

converges depends on the rate of growth of the Bernoulli polynomials and of the

derivatives of /(x). So far as the Bernoulli polynomials are concerned, we rely on the

following well-known limits

/--> i\ i;~   B2Ax)       2o

(2-3)       V™ Uzôv. (2t)

(2.4) lim|%^(2,r)"
,_«, | Í2q)\

= 2 ] cos 2ttx 1, 0 i= x 5=  1,

(2.5) lim
t*2Q+l\X)      ,~    .2q+1 «    ,    .       « , i\   ^~ ^-     i

— (2>t) = 2 [sin 2xx|,        0 S x ^ l,
\í2q + 1)!

(2.6) B2a+Ax) = 0, x = 0, |, 1.

These are either given in Abramowitz and Stegun [1, pp. 803 et seq.], or are simple

deductions from formulas given there. The coefficients involving the derivatives

depend on fix) only through the derivatives of

(2.7) Vix) = fix + I) - fix)

evaluated at x = 0. Since /(x) is analytic in a region containing the unit interval [0, 1]

it follows that <p(x) is analytic in a region which contains the origin. The rate of

increase of the derivatives ^'"'(O) as n becomes infinite is closely connected with the

behaviour of <p(z) as z becomes large. If ^(z) is not an entire function, and its Taylor
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series about z = 0 has a finite radius of convergence p, then

(2.8) lim sup \<pln\0)/n\\Wn = l/P.
n—»co

Using the limiting form of Stirling's formula

(2.9) lim (e/n)in\)1/n =  1,
n—»co

it follows that

(2.10) limsup(e/«)[^<",(0)|1/" =  1/p.
n—»oo

On the other hand, if <p(z) is an entire function, the rate of increase of the derivatives

<25<n)(0) is less rapid than this and may be expressed in terms of the order p. and the

type t of the entire function <p(z). The theory of entire functions is described in some

detail in Boas [2]. The order-type classification of entire functions depends on the

functional

(2.11) Mir;v) = max |«¡,(z)|.
I»l-r

The entire function ¡piz) is of order p. if

,- ,~, .. log log Mjr; <p)
(2.12) hm sup-;- = u,

log r

and if 0 < p. < °°, it is of type r if

(2.13) lim sup r~" log Mir; <p) = r.

Thus the function

(2.14) Hz) = piz)er",

where piz) is any polynomial and p is an integer of order p and type t. The three

functions

piz),    píz)píe )e ,    e       + e

are of orders p = 0, p. = co and p. = \, respectively. In the first two cases, the type

is not defined. In the third case, r = 3. Finally, a class of functions which frequently

occurs is defined as follows: An entire function is of exponential type r if it is of

order p < 1 or if it is of order u = 1 and type ^ r.

The rate of growth of derivatives ^'"'(O) is related to the order and the type of

<pi¿) in a natural manner. In comparing this growth for two different functions, the

one with highest order has the highest ultimate rate of growth. If the two functions

have the same order, the one of highest type has the highest rate of growth. These

remarks apply to zero and infinite orders and types when they are defined. If p. and t

are both finite, the results which correspond to (2.8) and (2.10) are

(2.15) lim sup n |^(")(0)/«!r/n = epr

and
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(2.16) lim sup íe/nT1 ^'"'(O)^" = pr.

We now return to the series (2.2) in which we are interested. It is convenient to

decompose ¡pix) into its even and odd parts, defined by

(2.17)

Then

<p±ix) = è(<»(*) ± <p{—x)).

<2«>/n\ _     <2«>/ti\<p+    (0) = <p       (0), <P+      (0) = o,

y¿2í)(0) =  0, <f>- (0)   =   f (0),

(2.18)

and the infinite series (2.2) may be written

(2.19) ¿ ¿"(0) ^£- + ± v?i0) -ß
" in + 1)!       »-o («

£„+i(x)

+ 1)! '

displaying the symmetric (about x = §) and the antisymmetric parts separately.

(Alternate terms in each of these two summations are zero in view of (2.18).) We

apply the Cauchy convergence criterion separately to each sum. We set

(2.20)
<">/n\    Bn + Ax)

un = <p. (0)
M/m     ^n + l(x)

Vn   =   <P+    (0) -
in + 1)! "  v 'in + l)\

and evaluate lim sup j w„|1X" and lim sup |f„|v". It is necessary to make several evalua-

tions of this nature to cover the cases in which both <¿>+(x) and <p-{x) are not entire or

are entire of order u and type r. The series u„ involves Bernoulli functions of even

order and a different result is obtained when x = | or f because (2.3) leads to in-

determinate results and (2.4) has to be used instead. We give details below of one

limit evaluation, the case of u„ with x ^ | or J.

If <p-{z) has a finite radius of convergence p we rewrite (2.20) in the form

(2.21)
e  |   (nwii/.ir/lfl.+ itol ,.  xn+i\1/nl n_1^

In view of (2.10), the superior limit of the first term in square brackets is 1/p. In view

of (2.3), the limit of the second term in square brackets is 1. The remaining terms

become infinite with increasing n. Thus

(2.22) lim sup |«„|1/n =   co

and the Cauchy convergence criterion indicates that the series u„ diverges.

If <p-ix) is an entire function of order p and type t (both being finite), we express

\u„\1/n in the form

(2.23)

X

-J ' k(B)(o)r/B

_l_(nY-1'»
:tt)1+,/" W      •

B„+,ix)\        n+i

(^n)i(2,r)

Again, the limit superior of the first term and the limit of the second term are finite

and their product is pr. Thus
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lim sup \un\1/n = 0, p < 1,

(2.24) = t/2t,        p = 1,

=  », /j > 1.

The series E M» converges if this limit is less than 1 and diverges if this limit is greater

than 1. We note that E M» 's 0IHV trie symmetric part of the series (2.2) and that this

particular result is invalid when x = \, f, since then the second term in square brackets

in (2.23) does not have the limit 1. However, we may state that, if <p-{x) is of exponen-

tial type T < 2vt and x ^ \,\, then the symmetric part converges while, if <p-{x) is

not of exponential type r í 2i and x jí \, f, then the symmetric part diverges.

The results of carrying out a similar investigation in each of the several cases

involved lead to the following theorem.

Theorem 2.25. If f{x) is analytic in a region containing the interval [0, 1], the

convergence or divergence of the series

IÍ+Í2 (/"""O) - /<a_I)(0))iBa(x)/9!
a-l

depends on the nature of the even and odd parts <p+{x) and <p_ix) defined by (2.17) of the

function (pix) = /(x + 1) — /(x) in the following manner. Following Table 2.26, for

x G X, the series converges if Fix) is an entire function of exponential type r < T and

diverges if Fix) is not an entire function of exponential type t g T.

Table 2.26

X Fix)

Ax 9* integer (p{x)

Ax = even integer <p-{x)

Ax = odd integer {, ;
WÁx)

In the final case, both conditions must be satisfied for convergence but either condition

gives rise to divergence.

The proof, given in part above, does not cover the cases in which p. or t is infinite.

However, it is clear that the condition for convergence depends on the rate of growth

of <p<n>(0) with increasing n, which in turn depends on the value of p (or if p. is kept

fixed the value of r) in a monotonie manner. Thus, the only functions for which the

theorem above does not give a specific answer to the question of whether or not the

series converges are those for which F(x) is precisely of order 1 and type T. The fore-

going discussion determines the conditions under which the series obtained by letting

p become infinite in

// + E </<,_,)(l) - fQ'x\0))BAx)/q\
o-i

converges or diverges. However, it does not provide the information that, when there

is convergence, the limit is /(x). In fact, this need not be the case. If /(x) is a periodic

function, i.e., one for which

T

2ir

2tt
2tt
At

(2.27) fix + 1) = fix),
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then ipix) is identically zero and so each term in the series is zero. The relation for

finite p is of course satisfied, that is

(2.28) f{x) = Ap_,(x) + gPix),

but

(2.29) lim (// + hP-Ax)) = If
p—»CO

which is not identical with /(x) unless /(x) is constant. We now prove a theorem which

gives a sufficient (but not necessary) condition for convergence to the appropriate

result.

Theorem 2.30.   If f{x) is an entire function of exponential type t < 2t, then

lim (// + hPix)) = fix),       0 < x < 1.
JJ—>OD

Proof.   Since

(2.31) fix) = (// + /»,_»(*)) + (&>(*) - //).

it is sufficient to show that the final term approaches zero as p becomes infinite.

Using integral representation (1.27), we find

-f f*\t)BÁX~ñdt
Jo P}-

<  max \BPix)/pl\ MP,
Ogisl

where Mv is the maximum of |/(p>(0| in the range 0 ^ t g 1. In view of Eqs. (2.3)-(2.6),

there exists a number K, independent of p, for which

(2.33) \Sp{x)/p\\ < K/i2irr.

If fix) is an entire function of order p. and type r, then g(x) = /(x + c) is also such

a function. In view of this, Eq. (2.16) is satisfied with <p(n)(0) replaced by any /<n)(x)

with 0 á x ^ 1 and hence also with <p(n)(0) replaced by

(2.34) M„ -   max |/("'(x)|.
OSiil

Thus, in view of (2.16),

(2.35) lim sup ie/n)"~lM^" = pr.

Consequently, for all e > 0, there exists a number Kit) which satisfies the inequality

(2.36) M„ <  Kíe)[ÍpT + eXn/eY'TZ        e > 0.

Substituting this into (2.32) gives

(2.37) \gp+Ax) - If\ < K- Ki<)iiT + ¿)/2ir)\        p = 1,

(2.38) \gp+Ax) - If\ < KiK'it, r, M))P(/)1_1/\     0 < p < 1.

In the second case, the limit, as p becomes infinite, is zero, independently of the value

of t. In the first case, with p = 1 and t < 2ir, we may choose e = (t + 2x)/2 and

so the limit, as p becomes infinite, is also zero. In view of (2.31), this establishes

Theorem 2.30.

Ia,+i(*) - ¡1\ =
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3. The Convergence of the Euler-Maclaurin Series. The Lanczos representa-

tion is in fact a special case of the Euler-Maclaurin summation formula (3.5) below.

Equation (1.20) may be thought of as expressing the difference between the one-point

quadrature rule f{x) and the integral If in the form of a series Ap_i(x) and a remainder

term gp(x) — //. The Euler-Maclaurin summation formula may be derived from the

Lanczos representation as follows: We denote the trapezoidal rule operator by

(3.1) AÍ-"'(/W) = - aZ /((' + ta)/m),        ta = (1+ a)/2.
m ,,o

This is abbreviated to Rlma,f in cases in which no confusion is likely to arise. It is

trivial to verify that

Rlma]ie2Tikz) = e2"(t/™>,«;       k/m = integer or zero,

= 0, otherwise.

The trapezoidal rule, applied to a Bernoulli function, generates another Bernoulli

function. Applying (3.2) to (1.16) gives

(3.3) Rlma]iBAx - t)) = BAta - mt)/m\

Applying this operator to the Lanczos representation

(3.4) Rim'a]f = R[ma]hP_, + Rlma]igPix) - If) + R[xmalHf),

we find using (3.3) that

(3.5) R[m'a]f = // + £ (/'«""(I) - /'""(O)) ^T + 4""°'/.
a-i rn q-

where the remainder term, denoted here by EZm'a]f, is

(3.6) E'pm-a]f = RlmaligP{x) - If).

The standard integral representations for this remainder term may be obtained

directly from the integral representations (1.27) for gP{x). Using (3.6) again, we find

E.[m.a], f   ,(P),.x Bpjta) — Bvjta — mt)  ,_
E»      / = ^i„/(,) t\ dt

(3.7)

1       f1 Av-D,ts BP-Ata - mt)
= —¿-i /   ;      (0 —;-7T,— dt.

m      Jo ip — 1)!

This particular derivation of this well-known result suggests that there should be a

close connection between the convergence properties of the infinite series known as

the Euler-Maclaurin series obtained by allowing p to become infinite in (3.5) and the

infinite series discussed at length in Section 2. In fact, these series differ only in so

far as there is an additional mT" factor in the qth term and that x is replaced by /„.

Thus, Theorem 2.25 applies here, with these two alterations; i.e., /„ replaces x and

the conditions t > T and t ^ T are replaced by r > Tm and r ^ Tm, respectively.

Theorem 3.8. Under the conditions of Theorem 2.25 and following the notation of

Theorem 2.25, the Euler-Maclaurin series
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CO

Z (/(a_1>(l) - f~U{0))B.ita)/m'q\
o-l

converges for ta G X if Fix) is an entire function of exponential type r < mT and

diverges for ta G X if Fix) is not an entire function of exponential type r ^ mT. X, Fix)

and T are given in Table 2.26.

There is a direct analogue of Theorem 2.30, which may be proved in just the same

way. This is

Theorem 3.9. If fix) is an entire function of exponential type r < 2wm, then

the Euler-Maclaurin series converges to the expected result, that is

R[m-]1 = // + ¿ (/««""(I) - /'"1>(0))A,(/„)/i»tV.
o-l

This is only a sufficient condition. Theorems 3.8 and 3.9 are illustrated by the

following example: Let

(3.10) fix) = e2rßl + cos 2irnx,        ß = 3|,    n = 6.

Then /(x) is an entire function of exponential type r = max (|n| , \ß\) = 6 while

(3.11) <pix) = ie2rß - l)e2rßz

is an entire function of exponential type t = \ß\ = 3J.

Thus, according to Theorem 3.8, the Euler-Maclaurin series diverges for m = 1,

2, 3 and converges for m > \ß\ = 3|. According to Theorem 3.9, the Euler-Maclaurin

series converges to the proper result for m > n = 6. For the intervening values of m,

i.e., m = A, 5, 6, the series converges, but so far as Theorem 3.9 is concerned it may

converge to a different result. Inspection of this particular function shows that in

fact it converges correctly for m = A, 5 but incorrectly for m = 6. This example

establishes that the converse of Theorem 3.9 is not generally valid.

To complete the picture, we note a well-known result, namely that there are cases

in which the Euler-Maclaurin expansion is semiconvergent. This happens for the

standard cases of the trapezoidal endpoint rule (a = 1, ta = 1) and the trapezoidal

midpoint rule (a = 0; ta = |) when the derivatives of /(x) satisfy one of the following

inequalities:

(3.12a) fv)ix) è 0    all p^ po,        OSiál,

(3.12b) f2v\x) Ú 0   allp^po,       0^*^1.

This follows quite simply using the inequalities

(-iy(52p(l) - B2vH - mt)) è 0,        Oí/ál,
(3.13)

i-lf(B2pih) - B2pih - mt)) ^ 0,        0 £ t g 1.

Thus when a = 1 or 0, the remainder term E2p[m,a]f given by (3.7) alternates in sign

with p when p > p0 so long as the even order derivatives of /(x) satisfy one of (3.12a)

or (3.12b).
The corresponding result about the series (// + /îp(x)) is rather uninteresting. This

is that, if one of conditions (3.12a) or (3.12b) is satisfied, the sequence is semiconvergent

at the values x = \ and x = 1.
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To sum up, the convergence properties of the Euler-Maclaurin series are most

unsatisfactory. For the rather narrow class of entire functions of exponential type

t < 2vt/7j, the series is known to converge to the correct result. For functions whose

derivatives satisfy relations (3.12), the standard series (with a = 1 and a = 0) are

semiconvergent. In the absence of this sort of information about /(x), the series may

diverge or may converge and if it converges this may be to a correct or to an incorrect

result.

4. The Euler-Maclaurin Quadrature Rule. The rather unsatisfactory con-

vergence properties of the Euler-Maclaurin series are not well known. For example,

in elementary numerical analysis textbooks, a quadrature method called the Euler-

Maclaurin rule is occasionally presented in the form

f " fix) dx = hfixo) + fix,) + ■■■ + f{xn.,) + */(*„)

(4.1) - y2 if'ixZ) - f'ixo)) + ^~ if'"ixn) - f'ixZ»

+ ^(/(5U) -/'»)••■

where

(4.2) x, = x0 + jh

together with a statement that the remainder term is

W->\ nB2mh     ,(2m)m . y
• 3) /      ({).        xo < £ < xn,

and possibly a statement about the semiconvergent nature of the expansion. While

perfectly correct, such a presentation may be very misleading, as it appears to be an

invitation to the user to take a fixed value of n and to carry on calculating the terms

in the expansion until they appear to be negligible. If the function in question happened

to be periodic with period x„ — x0, each term in the expansion is zero. The user is

left with the usually incorrect result

(4.4) i  fPix)dx = A1"'11/,.
Jo

In this case, the appearance of a number of zero terms might act as a warning. But

for the function

(4.5) fix) = f,{x) + gix)

in the case where the Euler-Maclaurin expansion converged for g(x), he would find

the expansion for /(x) converged to

(4.6) Rl"-Ufp + Ig,

leaving an error If — Rin'ufp. While this error may be small, it may be very much

larger than the user imagined. His only fault in such a case is that he did not check

the magnitude of the remainder term. However, in elementary computational pro-
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cedure this step is habitually omitted as reference to most elementary textbooks will

confirm.

In cases where the derivatives at the endpoints of the integration interval are

known, the Euler-Maclaurin rule is a powerful tool, but it should be used in a manner

in which theoretical convergence to the result is assured. For example, one could

take a fixed value of p and evaluate approximations

/..«, = a1"'11/ - 4 (/'(i) - I'm - 4 u'"n) - f'io))
(4.7)

--% (/"'""(I) -/""""(O))
m

for a sequence of values of m. In this case,

(4.8) /..„ = // - £fci'/
and the discretisation error goes to zero, satisfying the order relation

(4.9) £2pm;2'/ ~ Oim'2p-2)    as m -» co .

Even if the derivatives in (4.7) are incorrect, the discretisation error approaches zero

but at a different rate. While the user can be misled into thinking that the sequence

has converged to within his required accuracy, at least he is constructing a sequence

which does converge to the correct result.

Another quadrature rule which is open to the same sort of misuse is the Gregory

rule. This may be derived from the Euler-Maclaurin series by reexpressing the deriva-

tives in terms of finite differences. This is often presented in the form

[   fix) dx = hiifixo) + fix,) + ■■■ + /(>„_,) + §/(x„))

{A.10) - ± (àyn - Ay0) - ¿ (VV. + A2>-0)

- j~ iV3yn - A'Vo) - y^ (W, + AVo)

Again, using a fixed value of n and proceeding to evaluate the finite differences may

be quite unreliable. But the theory is rather complicated since the errors incurred by

approximating the derivatives by finite differences sometimes tend to compensate

for an error of the form Rlm'1]fp — Ifp. When precisely n terms are retained, the

formula is identical with the Newton-Cotes (n + l)-point formula of closed type.

A satisfactory procedure for using Gregory's formula is to fix the number of terms

to be retained and to form a sequence of approximations in a manner analogous to

that described above for the Euler-Maclaurin rule.

5 . Other Two-Point Series. There are naturally many other methods of

decomposing a function /(x) into the sum of a polynomial A„_i(x) and a function

gv(x) having specified properties. The Lanczos representation is simply one which

has a useful application which is described in Part II. There are in particular two other

representations which have been described in the literature (Jones and Hardy [3])
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which are extremely close to the Lanczos representation. One of these is the Lidstone

series. We describe these two briefly in this section.

The Lanczos representation is derived in Section 1 by substituting the Fourier

coefficient asymptotic expansion (1.13) into the Fourier series (1.3). The two similar

representations are derived in an analogous manner using the cosine and the sine

half-range Fourier series respectively. We set

(5.1) fix) = ao + 2 \Y2 ar cosirrx,        0 ^ x ^ 1,
r-l

where

(5.2) ar =   I   fix) cos 7T/-X dx.
• 'o

Using integration by parts, we find

,«„ V(-i)7w~1>(i)-/("""(Q),   iv+i ,
(5.3) ar =   ¿^-——27-(-1)      + ar,2p,

i-i (irr)

where

(5.4)
LM [.^-»dx-,)' + ,<*>-»«)) + f f™ix) COSTrxdx
{irr)     L Jo

ar.2P
171

~ Oir'2v)    as r

Substituting this into (5.1) gives

(5.5) fix) = If + h2p.Ax) + g2vix)

where

rtz a\ u      /vi —   V rs2k B2AJl t x)/2)   (2<;-i)...        -2k B2Ax/2) ,<2k-\i(n.
(5.6) h2p.2(x) -   £, 2 (2/t)! / (1)       2       (2fc)J     / Í0)

and

cu

(5.7) g2p{x) = 2 ^ ar,2p C0S7T/-X.
r-l

In view of the order relation in (5.4), the half range cosine Fourier coefficients of

g2p(x) are of order {r~2v) and, clearly, /i2p-2(x) is a polynomial of degree 2p — 2. The

odd order derivatives of Ä2p_2W at the endpoints satisfy the relations

(5.8) h22pL-2vH) = fïV-^H),      h{22pí-2vÍO) = /S1V}(0),       J = 1, 2, • • • , p - 1.

In the special case in which /(x) is symmetric about x = \, the cosine half-range

series (5.1) coincides with the full range Fourier series (1.3). In this case, the functions

h2p-2{x) given by (5.6) coincide with those given by (1.21), both having the form

(5.9) A2p-i(x) = h2p-Ax) = 2 J2 f-1)U)B2Ax)/2k\.
k-l

Unless fix) is symmetric, the two functions h2p-Ax) given by (5.6) and by (1.21) are

of different structure from one another.
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The Lidstone series can be derived from

CO

(5.10) fix) = 2 ^2 br sinirrx,        0 < x < 1,

where

(5.11) br =   /   fix) sin irrx dx.
Jo

Using integration by parts,

(5.12) Or   =    ¿^ ;      ^27T1 (—1) +   £>r.2P+l
¿_o (?"■)

with

(5.1
3)       *,.*♦, = ¿jÄ [-/""'(IK- 1)' + /(2P)(0) + jf /<2'+1)(x) cos irrx «be]

0(r"<2l,+I))    asr-^co,

Substituting this into (5.10) gives

(5.14) fix) - A2p_i(x) + g2p+1(x)

with

« it\        .       , v _.   v^ «a<+i j92i + i((x + 0/2) ,(2,),.. _ 2      g2i + i(x/2) ,(2j),M
(5.15) **-iW-¿j2 (27+1)1       /     (1) (27+1)!      >     (0)

and

CO

(5.16) g2p+i(x) = 2 ]J2 br,2p+, sinvrrx.
r-l

In view of the order relation in (5.13), the half range sine Fourier coefficients of

g2P+i(x) are of order (r"l2p+I)). Clearly, A2p_i(x) is a polynomial of degree 2p — 1.

It is conventionally expressed in the form

(5.17) //2p-i(x) =  £ A,(x)/<2"(1) + A,(l - x)/<2,)(0)
J-0

where A,(x) is the Lidstone polynomial of degree 2j + 1 defined by

(5.18) A,(x) = 22
,2I + , Bii+l«x + l)/2)

(2; + 1)!

The even order derivatives of A2p_](x) satisfy the relations

(5.19) C-'iiO - f22AU),       hZ'MO) - ÛI-A0),       j = 0, 1, • • • , p - 1.

If f{x) is antisymmetric about x = \, then the function /z2p_i(x) given by (5.17) coin-

cides with the function h2p_,ix) given by (1.21), both having the form

„-i
(5.20) *„_,(*) = h2pix) = 2 £ fi2i)il)B2i + Ax)/í2j + 1)!.

1-0

Otherwise these series are different from one another. Yet another series of the same
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general nature is the series in Euler polynomials

AP(x) =  £ |(/("(1) + fu\0))EAx)/j\
1-0

with the related property

Ai"(l) + APJ,(0) = /"»(l) + fU)ÍO),       j = 0, I, - • • , p.

These series differ fundamentally from each other and differ fundamentally from

the two-point truncated Taylor expansion which interpolates /(x) and its derivatives

at x = 0 and x = 1.

There is a wide literature about the Lidstone series. See for example Lidstone [5],

Widder [6]. However, only in the case in which /(x) happens to be antisymmetric are

these results relevant to the Lanczos representation.

Part II.   An Approximate Representation for /(x)

1. An Approximate Representation F(x) for /(x). In Part I, the Lanczos

representation of a function /(x) was introduced and some of its theoretical properties

were described. Briefly, when /(x) G AR[0, 1], this has the form

(1.1) fix) = hp_Ax) + gPix).

Here /»„_i(x) is a polynomial of degree p — 1 given by

(1.2) Ap_,(x> =  E (/C,_1>(1) - fq-x)ÍO))BAx)/q\,
o-i

while gp(x) has Fourier coefficients which satisfy the asymptotic order relations

CMgp =   I    gPix) cos 2irrx dx ~ Oir~")    as r —> oo ,
■»o

(1.3)

S<r>gp =   /   gPix) sin 2irrx dx ~ Oír'")    asr-> co .
•'o

The work presented here is based on the results given in Sections 1, 2 and 3 of Part I.

Since the Fourier coefficients of g„(x) diminish in magnitude rapidly, we consider a

numerical representation F(x) for /(x) ,based on the exact expansion

fix) =  Z (/""''O) - f-l){0))BAx)/q\ + IgP
o-l

(1.4)
CO CO

+ 2 J2 Cir)gp cos 2-urx + 2 J SMgp sin 2îrrx.
T=l r=l

Expressions for the Bernoulli polynomials BAx) are readily available (Abramowitz

and Stegun [1, p. 803]). Thus, given a value of p we require numerical values of

(1.5) *>u_1>(0),        q= 1,2, • •• ,p- I,

where

(1.6) vix) = fix + I) - fix)
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and numerical values of

(1.7) IgP;C{T)gp, S{T)gP,        r = 1,2, ••• , s,

where

(1 -8) gPix) = fix) - hp-Ax),

the value of s depending on the numerical accuracy required. The advantage of such

a representation over the Fourier series of /(x) is that, because of order relations (1.3),

the value of s is likely to be reasonably small, and so fewer Fourier coefficients may

be needed to attain a given accuracy. The disadvantage is that the derivatives (1.5)

are required.

Before proceeding, we discard the possibility that, by choosing p sufficiently large,

we may attain sufficient accuracy in the approximation without having to evaluate any

of the Fourier coefficients of gp(x) other than Igp. This would be the case if

(1.9) limilf + hPix)) = fix).
p—»oo

However, we have shown in Section 2 of Part I, that while (1.9) may be established

for functions /(x) which are entire functions of exponential type r < 2ir, in general,

the limit in the left-hand side of (1.9) does not exist and

(1.10) lim |Ap(x)| =  co.
p-»œ

Furthermore, even if the limit exists, it may not be equal to /(x). Consequently, a

general method based on (1.4) has to employ a moderate value of p and has to include

provision for calculating at least some of the Fourier coefficients of gp(x). One effect

of using a larger value ofp is to increase the magnitude of the early Fourier coefficients

of gp(x). It is only useful to do this if enough of the later Fourier coefficients are

to be calculated that advantage can be taken of the more rapid ultimate convergence

rate.

Since the Fourier coefficients of gp(x) converge reasonably rapidly, the use of the

trapezoidal rule for their evaluation is reasonably efficient. In principle, we might

employ any offset trapezoidal rule of the form

*    m— 1

(1.11) /?""■"'/ = Rlma\fiy)) = - E KU + ta)/m),        ta = (1 + «)/2,
m  ,_o

and make use of trapezoidal rule sum approximations to the Fourier coefficients (1.3),

denoted by

(I 12) fl'™'"' = Rlma](Sv(y) cos 2irry),        r = 0, 1, • • • , m — I,

b[Tmpal = Äi"-a,(g„(^)sin 2irry),        r = 1, 2, • • • , m - 1.

It turns out that, from a practical standpoint, the use of the endpoint trapezoidal rule

(1.13) *"»■»/ = -{^/(0) + m¿/(y/m) + ^/(l)}
m [2 ,-„! 2        )

is likely to be most convenient. This coincides with (1.11) with a = 1 or a = —1

since fix) = fix) when 0 < x < 1 and
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(1.14) /(1)=  /(0)=  i{/(l) + /(0)}.

The general theory with other choices of a is marginally more complicated. In Sections

2-4, we treat the following approximation to /(x).

Approximation 1.15.

P-l n  /v\ ™/2

Fix) =  J2 ♦»"""(O) ̂ + 2 ¿2" "IT1 cos 2vrrx

(1.15) -1 q]
m/2

+ 2 J2" blmp1] sin 2irrx.
T-0

The double prime on the summation symbol has the meaning that the ultimate terms

(as stated), i.e., those with r = 0 and r = m/2, are assigned a weight factor of §.

When m is odd, the summation concludes with the term r = im— l)/2 with the normal

weight factor of unity. Incidentally, it follows from the definition of bZm,u that

(1.16) bompu ^ bLXl = 0

so the ultimate terms in the second sum over r do not in fact occur. The reason for

truncating this series at r = m/2, and the reason for the ultimate weight factor \ is

given in Section 2.

The approximate representation (1.15) requires for its construction the parameters

p and m, the derivatives <pia~1\0), q = 1, 2, • • • , p — 1, and the function values

fij/m), j — 0,1, • • • , m. In Section 2, we deal with the discretisation error F(x) — f{x).

In Section 3, we consider the effect of using approximate derivatives in place of

^'"""(O) in (1.15). In Section 4, we describe possible implementations. One of these

is designed to determine appropriate parameters p and m to provide an overall

discretisation error less than a given tolerance €req.

2. The Discretisation Error F(x) — /(x). In this section, we discuss the

discretisation error F(x) — /(x) of the approximation F(x) defined by (1.15) to /(x).

We note that, since the function hp.,{x) is common to both /(x) and F(x), it follows

that

(2.1) Fix) - fix) = Gp(x) - gPix)

where Gp(x) is a well-known approximation (Gentleman and Sande [8]) to g„(x),

namely

m/2

(2.2) G„ix) = 2 J2" («'r;1' cos 2irrx + b\mvu sin 2-wrx).
r-0

In this section, we shall drop the subscript p when no confusion is likely to arise. Since

g(x) = Ig + 2 ¿ C{T)g cos 27T/-X

(2.3)
oo

+ 2 ¿2 SlT)g s'm 2irrx,

it follows that
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GP(x) - g(x) = 2 J2" (ai"'11 - C<r)g) cos 2irrx
r=0

m/2-l oo

(2.4) + 2   J2  {blmU - SMg) sin 2irrx - 2 22" C(r)g cos 2irrx
r = l r-m/2

- 2   22   S{r)gsin 2irrx.
T-m/2

The purpose of this section is to express this discretisation error in terms of the

Fourier coefficients of the function gAx)- This may be done most conveniently by

means of the Poisson summation formula (2.5) below. We verify first that

Rx      ie       ) = e ,        r/ m = integer,

= 0, otherwise.

Then, applying the trapezoidal rule operator to the Fourier series of /(x) gives

(2.5) R[mMf - If = 2 ¿ C(ms)/.
s-l

We replace /(x) here by g(x) cos 2tta-x. Since

(2.6) 2Ci"""(g(x) cos 2vrrx) = C{m,+r)g + &m,-T)g,

we find

to

(2.7) ar        — C    g =  2-iC S + C g.
«-i

Similarly,

00

/>-,   o\ ftm.ll o<rl \ "-    r-(m8 + r) (itml-r) _
(2.8) bT        — S    g =  ¿-i s S — S g.

»=i

The case with r = m/2 is somewhat exceptional. These summations then reduce to

(2.9) om/2     — 2C       S=2¿C g,
s-l

(2.10) eft11 = 0.

The reason for cutting off the series (1.15) at the term r = m/2 becomes apparent on

inspection of (2.7) or (2.8). With r > «2/2, a term Cing occurs on the right of (2.7)

with / < r. Since the Fourier coefficients generally decrease in magnitude, this implies

that the approximation error is likely to be greater than the quantity being approxi-

mated when r > m/2. Substituting (2.7) and (2.8) into (2.4) gives the principal result

of this section, namely

(2.11) G(x) - g(x> =   ¿ Cu)gaAx) + ¿ S(ngßAx),
1=0 1=0

with the values of a Ax) being given by
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(2 12) ölW = °' ' -  ml2'

<xm,+Ax) = 2(cos 27rrx — cos 2ir(/ra + r)x),        s ^  1, |r| ^  m/2,

ßAx) =0, t < m/2,

(2.13) ßm!+Ax) = 2(sin 2wrx - sin 2t(w« + r)x), s ^ I, \r\ < m/2,

ßm,+Ax) =  —2 sin 2irims + r)x, s è  1, |r| =  m/2.

The main result of this section follows from the circumstance that by inspection

(2.14) «,(*) = ßAx) =0,        t < m/2,

(2.15) |«,(x)| ^ 4,        |0«Cx)| g 4    all t.

Thus
CO

(2.16) \G,ix) - gP{x)\ ̂ A   21   \CU)gP\ + |5(,)gp|.
!-m/2

In view of order relations (1.3) and identity (2.1), we find

Theorem 2.17. For a fixed value ofp, the approximation 1.15 has a discretisation

error which satisfies the order relation

¡Fix) - fix)\ ~ Oim~p+1)    as m -> co .

Certain other results of a well-known character follow from (2.11).

Theorem 2.18.   Ifj{x) is a trigonometrical polynomial of degree m/2 — 1, then

Fix) = fix).

Proof.   In this case, Ap_!(x) = 0 and /(x) = g„(x). Thus,

C">/ = Cu)g =  Su)f =  Su)g =0, t^  m/2,

and the result follows directly from (2.16) and (2.1).

Theorem 2.19.   If fix) is an algebraic polynomial of degree p — I, then

Fix) s /(*).

Proof. In this case, gP(x) = //, a constant. Thus, all the Fourier coefficients

occurring in (2.16) are zero.

Theorem 2.20.    The discretisation error is zero at the abscissas x, = j/m,

F{j/m) = jij/m),        i = 0, 1, ••• , m.

This is an algebraic result, independent of any properties of /(x). Setting x = j/m

in (1.15) and simplifying the resulting double summation leads to this result. However,

it follows quite simply from (2.11) because rx¡ — ims + r)x, = —sj is an integer

and so, from (2.12) and (2.13),

aAxd = ßAx.) = 0.

3. The Effect of Inaccurate Derivatives ^<<,_1)(0). The approximation described

in the previous sections is a powerful one by commonly accepted standards in com-

putational theory. It has one significant drawback. This is that the values of the

derivatives of ^(x) given by
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(3.1) cpix) = fix + 1) - fix)

at x = 0 are required. In the case that /(x) is an analytic function, and function evalua-

tions in the complex plane are allowed, then this does not present a significant difficulty

(see Lyness and Sande [9]). However, it can happen that methods for evaluating /(x)

when x is complex are not readily available. In this case, one may have to resort to

finite-difference approximations, which are notoriously unreliable.

Previously, the prevailing view has been that, as a practical tool, this approximation

has little value simply because these derivatives are required. In fact, some ingenuity

has been applied to varying the approximation in such a way that a result of a par-

ticular order may be obtained requiring one less derivative evaluation. (Lanczos [4],

Jones and Hardy [3]). Certainly, if an equally convenient and accurate method were

to be constructed which did not require these derivatives, that method would be

preferable. In the present absence of such a method, it seems worthwhile to look

more closely into the effect of using approximate derivatives, which we denote by

<f><"~1\0) in place of exact derivatives spfq~1){0). We denote by A,-! the error in the

iq — l)th derivative. Thus

(3.2) A._, = ¿(«-l)(0) - ^-"(O).

Clearly, the procedure by which F(x) is constructed may be applied using these

inaccurate derivatives. One constructs in place of hp-Ax) given by (1.2) a different

function hp-,{x) given by

(3.3) ÄP-,(x)=  22vl'~u(0)Bt(x)/qi.
0 = 1

In place of gp(x), the function

gP{x) = fix) — /¡p-iO)

In place of ar%p{m,1] and br<pm,1\ the trapezoidal rule sums

.[«.i, = Ä[-.»(#p0,) co. 2Try),

ji-.li = Ä>--ii(Ä>0,) sin 2Try)

are calculated, and these are inserted into (1.15) to give, in place of F(x), the function

B-l n f   s m/2

Fix) =  22 ¿"""(0) ^f+ 2E" Si";1' cos 2xr*
(3.6) a-' q-

m/2

+ 2 22" &'"'" sin 2rrx.
r-0

Many of the results obtained in Sections 1 and 2 apply equally with tildes attached

to each quantity. In fact, all results based only on algebraic manipulation are valid.

The results which do not apply are those involving order relations. Thus we find,

in place of (2.16), that
CO

\Gp{x) - g,ix)\ è A   21   \C(l)gP\ + \Singp\
I-m/2

but, since the Fourier coefficients SU)gp are not of order 0(rp) but are of order

Oit'1), the result corresponding to Theorem 2.17 is simply

(3.4)

is used.

(3.5)
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\Fíx) — fíx)\ ~ Oím )    as m —^ co

and not Oím~v+1). Consequently, once inaccurate derivatives are used, the main

feature of the procedure, its rapid ultimate convergence rate, disappears.

On the other hand, one would expect that if the errors in the derivatives were

very small, the difference F(x) — F(x) would also be small and that the method would

be almost as powerful as if the derivatives were exact. In other words, while the order

reduces from <9(m_I>+ ') to 0(m°), the numerical value of the difference might be small.

Consequently, we investigate the effect of inaccurate derivatives in this section.

First, we find an expression for F(x) — F(x) (Theorem 3.16 below). Then we determine

a bound for |F(x) — F(x)| (Theorem 3.21 below). These involve the quantities A,..!.

Finally, we make some realistic assumptions about the magnitude of A,_i and, on

the basis of these, discuss the overall effect on the calculation. It turns out that this

is not catastrophic. In some cases, there is no noticeable effect at all. In others, there

is an increase in the required value of m, but in a calculational context, it is effectively

the same as replacing OQn I+1) by Oim~"+2).

We now proceed to obtain expressions for F(x) — F(x) in terms of A„_i. Taking

the difference between (1.2) and (3.3), we find

v-l

(3.7) gp(x) - gp(x) =  -Âp-i(x) + hp-Ax) =  21 - &a-iBAx)/q\-
0 = 1

Taking the difference between (1.12) and (3.5) and using (3.7),

älmpu - a\mp1] = Rlm-uíígPíy) - gPiy)) cos 2irry)

(3.8)
=  -21 A,-iRvmUiiBAy)/q\) cos 2irry).

o-l

It is convenient to denote trapezoidal rule approximations to the Fourier coefficients

of the Bernoulli polynomials by Xr¡.,m'a] and Yr,Q[m,a>. These are defined as the real

and imaginary parts of

(3.9) Zr,„      =  Xr,Q     + iYr,a      = Ry      HBAy)/q\)e       ).

Using (1.15), (3.6), (3.7), (3.8) and the corresponding relation to (3.8) for 6r,p[mU'

straightforward algebraic manipulation yields

P-i

(3.10) Fix) - Fix) =  21 Ao-iFo™"«
0-1

where

(3.11) E['u{x) = ^~ - 2 J!" *'mo" cos 2irrx - 2 *£    Y[raQ1] sin 2wrx.
a\ r=o r-1

An alternate form for Ealml\x) may be obtained by rederiving (3.10) directly

from (2.11). In view of (2.1), we have

(3.12) Fix) - fix) =   ¿ ÍCu)gpaAx) + SwgpßAx))
!=0

where the functions a ,(x) and (3,(x) are given by (2.12) and (2.13). An equation similar

to (3.12) is valid with F(x) replaced by F(x) and gp replaced by gp. Taking the difference
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between this equation and (3.12) and using (3.6) again, we recover (3.10) above,

with Eqlm' u(x) expressed in a different form, namely

(3.13) E[-"{x) =  -Z (a.(*)Ci"(^) + 0.(*)Sio(^))-

The Fourier coefficients of the Bernoulli polynomials are very straightforward.

Thus, with q > 0,

q    even,

(3.14)

ru.(B-(y)\ _ j-iy/2+1 çm(BAy)\ _ n

C"   \   q\   ) -      00°     ' *'   \  q\   I ~    '

„u,(B-(y)\ _ (~l)°/2+1/2 r<jB.iy)\ _
s- V^r) -   i2irty   ' c" \ qi ) - °-    q odd-q\   I {2irt)

Since a Ax) = 0 when t ^ m/2, we find

F,m'I1(x)=     ¿     (-l)"2a,(*)/(2xf)«, Q    even,
(3.15) l-m/2+1

Fom"(x)=    E   {-l)qn-1/2ßAx)/{2*t)\        q    odd.
t-m/2

The results obtained so far in this section may be summarised as follows:

Theorem 3.16. The approximation Fix) obtained using derivatives ¡¿'"""(O) =

¥>(i_1)(0) + A,-! differs from Fix) given by (1.15) by an amount

Fix) - Fix) =  21 Ao_iFamII(x)
0 = 1

where the coefficients are given explicitly by (3.11) or (3.15).

We now turn to deriving a bound on the magnitude of the difference F(x) — F(x).

To this end, we require bounds on the magnitude of Fa(mll(x). Since |o¡,(x)| ^ 4

and 1/3,(x)| < 4, we find a simple bound in the cases in which q Sï 2 in terms of the

generalised zeta function

(3.17) tiq, a) =   ¿ l/(a + /•)",        9>l,fl>0,
r-0

and its well-known bound

(3.18) f(«7, a) <  l/iq - l)(fl - i)'"1, ? >  1, a > |.

Using this in (3.15) yields

\E\mA\x)\ <-^-q   ¿^ = 7^5 f(9. ™/2)
,,   . Q-. (.-¿T)     I-m/2   < t^vT)

2/tt

(t(/h - l))«-1^ - 1) '
<7Z7Z-TÚ^rr-TS,       1>l-

The case with q = 1 has to be treated separately. In Appendix 2, it is shown that

(3.20) |£i""lI(x)| < f.

Theorem 3.21.    77ie quantity expressed in Theorem 3.16 is bounded by
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(3.21) \Fíx) - Fíx)\ < i |A„| + | 22 —--^J---•
t a,2 (ir(m — 1))     íq — 1)

/I marginally worse bound, which is convenient for the subsequent discussion, is

(3.22) |F(x) - F(x)| < i J! l-Vil/GKm - 1))°_\
0 = 1

In the rest of this section, we shall consider in some detail the behaviour of various

terms as m becomes large. In this context, we shall assume that the value of p is fixed.

The analysis carried out above is valid for arbitrary values of A„_i. Taking the

limit in (3.21), we see

(3.23) lim ¡Fix) - F(x)\ g § A„.
m—»°3

Since

(3.24) |F(x) - /(x)| ~Oim~v+1)    as    m -> co

it follows that

(3.25) lim \Fix) - /(x)| á § A„.
m—»oo

We recall that, while we have referred to the quantities A„_ i as errors in derivatives,

the quantity

(3.26) Ao = ¿(0) - p(0)

is in fact an error in function values. Thus, in a situation in which all function values

are exactly calculated and the whole calculation is carried out exactly (apart from the

use of approximate derivatives <p{a~1)iO), q = 2, 3, • • • ,p — 1), it follows that A0 = 0

and (3.25) indicates that

(3.27) lim Pix) = fix).
m—*co

Of course, if approximate derivatives va~1\ q = 2, 3, ■ ■ ■ ,p — 1, were assigned quite

arbitrarily, the convergence might be very slow indeed, the dominant term in the

error F(x) - /(x) being A,F2'mll(x) ~ 0{m~l) asm-><°.

In order to proceed, we have to make some hypotheses about the magnitude of

the quantities A„. In fact these will be that there exists numbers e, and k such that

A„ and the required accuracy ereq satisfy (3.34) below. We now justify this hypothesis

in a computational context.

The results F(x) and F(x) depend on the function evaluations fij/m). However

carefully the calculation is carried out, the accuracy of the final result is limited by

the accuracy of the initial function values used. Let us suppose that these function

values have an 'overall' absolute accuracy e,. This may be defined as follows. If /,

is the approximation to f{j/m) used in the calculation, then

(3.28) e, =   max |/, - fij/m)\.

If now a reasonable attempt to calculate (f{0) were made, the error in ^(0) is given by

(3.29) A0 = ¿(0) - rtO) = À - fil) - CU - KO))

and so
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(3.30) |A„| ^ 2e,.

However they are calculated, the error in the higher order derivatives is likely to

be larger. If these are calculated using finite-difference approximations, the error

rises rapidly with the order of the derivative involved. It is convenient to assign a

geometric bound and assert

(3.31) |A,_,| Ú 2tlk"-1,        q = 1,2, ••• ,p- 1.

Since only a finite number of bounds are involved, and all quantities are finite, a

number k (which depends on p) exists, defined by

(3.32) A: =    max
lSoSn-l

-(o-l)/f!\ (a-D/n\<p       (0) — <p       (0)

2«/

1/(0-1)

The value of k is not usually known. If one assumes that one loses five binary digits

of precision per differentiation, then k = 32. When finite differences are used, the

rate of increase of A0_i depends on the nature of the function and the actual magnitude

of the derivatives. Thus k may be greater than or less than 32 and depends on the

value of p.

The existence of a limit e, on the accuracy of the function values has another

consequence. If one envisages a calculation involving a moderate value of p, say

p = 10, then, in view of the various additions and subtractions involved in the calcula-

tion, one would be very rash to ask for an overall accuracy less than 2pef. In fact,

one would be much more cautious than this. Thus it is consistent to suppose that the

required accuracy satisfies

(3.33) «,.„ ^ 2ptf.

The discussion above provides a justification for the use of the following con-

straints on A„ and on ereq. These are:

There exist numbers e, and k having the property

„,A* |Ao-i| ^ 2e/AT\       q= 1,2, ••• ,p- 1,
(3.34)

«rea   è   2pt,.

We now return to the discussion of the approximation error. We assume again

that an exact calculation takes place, but that the required error and the error in the

derivatives satisfy (3.34). Substituting (3.34) into (3.22) gives

(3.35) ^-^<TtÁ^^f-
This may be further weakened, and written in the form:

Theorem 3.36.    Under the hypothesis of Theorems 3.16 and 3.21,

\Pix) - Fix)\ g ÍAeAp - l)/3)ík/wím - l))"'2, m ú k/ir + 1,

^ ÍAe,Íp - l)/3), m è k/ir + 1.

The significance of this result lies in the fact that the coefficient AtAp — l)/3 is

small; in fact, in view of (3.34), it is less than 2ereq/3 and so is smaller than the required

accuracy.
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For a fixed value of p then, the total discretisation error is bounded by

(3.37) |F(x) - /(x)| Û ¡Fix) - fix)\ + \F\x) - F(x)|.

As m is increased, the first term on the right reduces, having ultimate order 0{m~r+ ').

The second term also reduces, satisfying the bound given in Theorem 3.36. At first,

while m is significantly less than k/ir, it reduces in a manner consistent with an ultimate

order 0{mZv*2). However, when m reaches the value k/w + 1 or exceeds it, this

second term falls below the value of the required accuracy and its effect on the total

discretisation error is unimportant. These remarks may be placed on a mathematical

footing as follows. Since limm^œ F(x) = /(x), we may assert that there exists an integer

valued function mE(e) having the property

(3.38) |F(x) - /(x)| < e    for all m è mB{t).

If we employ (3.37), (3.34) and Theorem 3.36, we find immediately

Theorem 3.39.   For t ^ ereq,

|F(x) - /(x)| < «    for all m > wA(e),

where m ¿it) ^ max (m/j(e/3), 1 + k/r).

Consequently, if we were able to compare numerically the progress of a calculation

using exact derivatives and one using approximate derivatives, we would find the

following situation. If the exact derivative calculation gives a result whose tolerance

is less than ereq/3 for values of m greater than mB(ereq/3), then the approximate

derivative calculation gives a result whose tolerance is less than er(,q for values of m

greater than

(3.40) mA = max(wB(£req/3), 1 + k/ir).

This statement is rigorously exact when all calculations are exact, the only condi-

tions being that A,,^ and «req satisfy (3.34).

The consequence of this section is the important result in this paper. Namely,

one may apply the method and obtain a representation, even if the derivatives are

not exact, so long as they are computationally reasonable. The sole consequence of

using approximate derivatives is that possibly more function evaluations may be

needed to attain a particular accuracy. The ultimate accuracy of the result is not

impaired.

There is one further point about the use of approximate derivatives which is

important in the implementation of the calculation. This is that they should not

affect any practical convergence criterion by possibly replacing a smooth approach

to a limit by a spasmodic or erratic approach. This point is considered briefly in

Appendix 3 where it is shown that in the implementation to be described in Section 4

this is not a hazard.

The foregoing discussion has been directed towards the behaviour of the overall

error in the approximation F(x). As such it represents a discussion of the breakdown

of Theorem 2.17 when inaccurate derivatives are used and of how this theorem can

be replaced.

It is interesting to note that Theorem 2.20 is valid quite independently of the

accuracy of the derivatives used. Thus

Theorem 3.41.
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PU/m) = Fij/m) = fij/m),        j = 0, 1, • ■ ■ , m.

The proof of this follows precisely the same lines as the proof of Theorem 2.20.

That proof depends on the vanishing of multiplying factors a ,(J/m) and ß AJ/m) hi

(2.11) and is independent of the accuracy of Fourier coefficients Cing and SU)g.

In general, one would expect Theorems 2.18 and 2.19, which refer to the trigo-

nometric and algebraic degree of F(x), to be completely invalidated if the derivatives

used are not exact. However, a state of affairs of minor theoretical interest comes

about when these derivatives are approximated by means of finite-difference approx-

imations of the form

(3.42) /(o>(xo) = L(Z\xo)f =  21 «i"/(*o + *f)
i

which are exact when /(x) is a polynomial of degree d or less. When approximations

of this nature are used, the degrees of F(x) may be retained. Theorems analogous

to 2.18 and 2.19 include the following:

Theorem 3.43. Iff{x) is a trigonometrical polynomial of degree m/2 — 1 and if

each pair of derivatives /<<,-1)(l) and /(<,_1)(0) are approximated by the same finite-

difference approximations

f«-u(xo) = L^ixo)),        x0= 1,0,

then

(3.44) Fix) = Fix) = fix).

Theorem 3.45. // /'"""(l) and /u_1>(0) are approximated by finite-difference

approximations of algebraic degree d, and d2, respectively, then

Fix) = Fix) = fix),

whenever fix) is an algebraic polynomial of degree min id,, d0, p — 1).

For example, if forward differences at x = 0 and backward differences at x = 1

are employed, the algebraic degree of the approximation may be retained, but the

trigonometrical degree is reduced to zero. On the other hand, if central (or forward)

differences of the same order are used at both endpoints, the trigonometrical degree

of the approximation is retained (and is m/2 — 1) and also the algebraic degree

may be retained.

4. Organisation of the Calculation. In this section, the organisation of a

calculation based on the preceding formulas is described.

The purpose of the calculation is to determine values of a set of parameters

,. ... PI A«-i.        q = I, 2, ■ ■ • , p — I,

m; pr, vr,        r = 0, 1, • • • , m/2,

for use in an approximate representation

p-l m/2

(4.2) Fix) =  21 K-iBAx)/ql + 2 21" Mr cos 2irrx + vT sin 27nx
0=1 r-0

which hopefully has the property
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(4.3) |F(x) - /(x)| < ercq,        0 g x ^ 1,

where eroq is the required tolerance. For the purposes of this description, we suppose

that the user may evaluate /(x) for all values of x within the unit interval [0, 1]. How-

ever, all that is required is a table of function values on an equally spaced sufficiently

fine mesh together with the ability to obtain approximations to the derivatives

/(i)(l) and /""(O).
It is convenient to describe such a program in terms of six stages. First, these

stages are briefly listed. Then some of the computational aspects of each stage are

discussed in more detail.

Stage 1.   Assign a value of p.

Stage 2.   Determine a set of approximations

(4.4) /"""(l), /(a_1)(0),        q = 2,3, ■■■  ,p- I,

to the corresponding derivatives /<<,_1>(1), f('~1){0). Then set

Xo = /(D- /(0),
(4.5)

and define the function gp(x) as

\Q_, = 7(«-"(l) - 7(a-n(0),        q = 2, 3, • • • , p - I,

P-i

(4.6) g,(x) = fix) -  21 \-iBAx)/q\-
o-l

Stage 3.   Assign a value of m.

Stage A.   Determine pr and vt as a set of trapezoidal rule sums as follows:

(4 7) ** = ^"■11 = *-"""<*O0 cos 27r™)>        r = 0,1, ■■■ , m/2,

vT = Si"'11 = Rlml]igPix) sin 2-rx),        r = 0,1, ■■■ , m/2.

By definition v0 = vm/2 = 0.

Stage 5. Calculate an error estimate. (This is discussed below.) If this estimate

is less than ereq, then the calculation is complete.

Stage 6. If this estimate is not less than ereq, either reassign p and return to

Stage 2 above, or reassign m and return to Stage 4 above.

Almost any serious attempt to calculate a set of parameters is likely to conform

to some extent to the description given above. The degree of sophistication of the

program will depend on the context in which it is subsequently used and on the human

time devoted to its construction by the user.

In a context in which function evaluation is not expensive, the user may attempt

to assign values of p and m which hopefully produce a sufficiently accurate result

without recourse to iteration. As a very rough rule of thumb, the choices p = 7 or 8

and m = 32 produce an accuracy of order

(4.8) e ~ 10"7 max |/(x)|
OSxSl

for 'well behaved' functions. If, at Stage 5 (discussed below), one finds that the result

is not sufficiently accurate, the iteration could consist of simply replacing m by 2m

and returning to Stage 4.

We now discuss the various stages separately.

Stage 2.   Whatever value of p is assigned, it is usually convenient to calculate
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approximations of all derivatives up to a maximum (say p = 12) the first time Stage 2

is encountered. Then if subsequently a new choice of p is made, all that is entailed

is a change in the value of p in (4.6). The derivatives may be approximated using

forward and backward differences at x = 0 and 1, or, more accurately, using central

differences at both x = 0 and 1; again, a method based on Cauchy's integral repre-

sentation (see Lyness and Sande [9]) may be used. These all involve only function

values either within the interval [0, 1] or near the endpoints x = 0 and x = 1 or in

the complex plane. Alternatively, one may use analytic expressions for the derivatives

or approximate analytic expressions. The choice simply depends on what is readily

available or convenient. There is no need for the later derivatives to be particularly

accurate. One might expect successive derivatives to be successively less accurate,

the final derivative having perhaps 10% or 20% accuracy.

Stage A. There are many formulas which can be used in various circumstances

to shorten this calculation. (In the following description, only the formulas relevant

to the even part of the trigonometrical expansion are given explicitly. Precisely anal-

ogous formulas with sin replacing cos exist.)

In view of (4.6), it follows that

v-i

(4.9) RlmV{gP{x) cos 2xrx) = /?Iml|(/(x) cos 2wrx) - 21 K-iX[rmQu
0 = 1

where

(4.10) Xlmq" = R[ml\iBAx)/q\) cos 2tt/x).

These coefficients were introduced in Section 3 and simple analytic forms are given

in Appendix 2. A precomputed table of these coefficients may be useful, particularly

if the calculation is to be repeated with different integrand functions /(x).

If Stage 4 is reentered with a different value ofp but with the same value of m, again

formula (4.9) should be used. Since Xr.Qlm¡li = 0 when q is even (and Yr,a[m-n = 0

when q is odd), it follows that the quantities in (4.7) satisfy

-[m.ll ~lm.ll
/.  , .\ ar p— i        ar p    ,
(4.11) p    even.

î[m,U   _    í[m,U
°r,p —    Or,p+l,

Thus, only half the approximations (4.7) need be altered when p is altered to p + 1,

m remaining fixed.

If Stage 4 is reentered with a new value of m which is double the previous value,

then, in addition to the previous function values fij/2m), j = 0, 2, 4, • • • , 2m, one

requires m new function values fij/2m), j = 1, 3, 5, • • -, 2m — 1. Convenient formulas

for this updating procedure may be based on the identity

(4.12) Rl2m-1]ip = i[fl""'1V + R[v"0,t].

This may be used in several ways. For example, one may set

RÍ2mil{gP{x) cos 2-rrx) = iR|mll(/(x) cos 2trrx) + |/?[m0I(/(x) cos 2wrx)

(4.13)

¿_,  A„_i Ar,q
0-1

in which case only formulas for Xr,ql2m,1] are required. Alternatively, one may use the
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formulas for Xr,t[m,0\ given in (A.2.17), to calculate

»-i
(4.14) RÍm'°]{gp{x) cos 2wrx) = R[m°Af{x) cos Irrx) - 21 KaX^0'

0 = 1

and then apply (4.12) directly with i^(x) = g„(x) cos 2irrx.

In whatever manner Stage 4 is coded, the fast Fourier transform technique (see

for example Gentleman and Sande [9]) may be used for the evaluation of the sets

of finite Fourier transforms of the form Rzlm,a\ip(x) cos 2irrx) as and when they

occur. However, in view of the small value of m involved, the saving is not very

significant.

Stage 5 iError Estimate).

(i) The Observed Error Estimate. The simplest, most reliable but least economic

method is to evaluate the error

(4.15) Eix) = fix) - Fix)

at a few carefully selected values of x. It follows from Theorem 2.20 that

(4.16) Eij/m) =0,        j = 0,1, ■■■ , m,

and an evaluation at one or two of these points provides an estimate of the overall

roundoff error level (and a check against coding errors). The largest values of F(x)

occur in general near the ends of the interval and in regions where /(x) has high

derivatives such as peaks or rapid oscillations. Consequently, one may evaluate

F((2y — l)/2m) with j taking a few selected values, including j = 1 and j — m, and

take the value with largest magnitude as an error estimate. This estimate involves

further function evaluation, but if the error is larger than ereq, these function values

are required subsequently when m is replaced by 2m.

(ii) A Theoretical Error Estimate. An alternative error estimate which does not

involve further function evaluation may be based on the currently available set of

approximations fl,,,'™'11 and br,p[m,1] to Cir)gv and S{r)gp. This is an asymptotic

estimate, based on the error bound

(4.17) ¡Fix) - fix)\ í A    ¿     |C(,,gp| + 4 ¿ \Su,gP\
í-m/2 + l l-m

(see (2.16)) and on the asymptotic behaviour of the Fourier coefficients

(4.18) Cu)gp~0(r">), S{r)gp~Oirv')

where

p, = p, p2 = p + 1,       p    even,
(4.19)

Pi = P + 1,       P2 = P, P   odd.

One used the values of arJm,l] and br,p[m,1] to estimate bounds K¡ and K2 which

hopefully satisfy

(4.20) |C(r)gp| <  K,rv\        \SMgp\ < K2/rv\

For example, one may set
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K, = max

(4.21)

K2 = max

(,  [«.n. M"    ,t„.ii i /3/nY'   ! ,   i™,n i /,wV,\
^K/4,p[   ̂       .   \a3m/S.p\   \ZY)     '   2    l«m/2.p|   [^)     )   '

[¡blZ/'illl [^-J   , \biZ)l].P\ \~f)   ) >

but there are many other more sophisticated ways of doing this. If K, and K2 do in

fact satisfy (4.20), it follows from (4.17) that

(4.22) |F(x) - /(x)| Ú AK,ÏÎPi, 1 + m/2) + AK2Ç(p2, m/2).

Using standard bounds on the generalized zeta function Ç{s, a), we find

(4.23) |F(x) - /(x)| è -—-: +-—-p
ÍP,- Diim + D/2T'1      ip2 - Diim - D/2T-1

This is a rigorous bound only if K, and K2 satisfy (4.20) for r ^ 1 + m/2 and r ^ m,

respectively.

In the numerical example given below, the theoretical error estimate is

F2 = max

(4.24)

I_**i_    2l-i-.iiA
\ip, - l)Hm + l)/2)r"-1 *     la""2-7

+ "'L-,X(:':iyy-4|tB¿,4

This bound is justifiable theoretically if the derivatives are calculated from an

analytic formula and if the value of m is large enough (in an asymptotic region)

for (4.20) to form a valid approximation when r 2: m/A. The numerical example

given below illustrates the sort of values of m and p for which this estimate is valid.

In cases in which the derivatives are calculated numerically, this theoretical

estimate cannot be justified. Nevertheless, it has been found to work quite well in

several examples. A proper procedure would be based on inferring the value of the

sum of the Fourier coefficients in (4.17) from the approximations already available

without relying on order relations (4.18). It is shown in Appendix 3 that the use of

approximate derivatives does not introduce erratic behaviour into the sequence of

approximations, and so a 'practical convergence criterion' based on such a sequence

can be constructed.

Numerical Example. Some of these points are illustrated in the following numerical

example.

(4.25) fix) = l/(x - X)2 + p2,        X = 0.3; ß = 0.2.

This function has a peak at x = X = 0.3 where /(X) = 25. Its values at the endpoints

are /(0) = 7.7 and /(l) = 1.9. It is positive definite and its integral (or mean value)

over the interval [0, 1] is // = 11.4.

The numbers given in the table are some of the results obtained using a double

precision Fortran code on an IBM 195 computer. The machine accuracy parameter

is 0.2 X 10"I5. The derivatives were calculated from analytical formulas. In the

table are given only the observed error estimate and the theoretical error estimate

for 1 á p ^ 12 and m = 16, 32, 64.
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Table 1

m = 16 m = 32 m = 64

p    Observed     Theoretical     Observed     Theoretical     Observed     Theoretical

1 .29E + 1 .29E + 1 .29E + 1
2 .25E      0 .92E     0 .12E      0 .41E     0 .58E - 1 .21E      0

3 .15E - 1 .22E     0 .36E - 2 .54E - 2 .83E - 3 .15E - 2
4 .16E - 2 .52E - 1 .12E - 3 .63E - 3 .15E - 4 .38E - 4

5 .18E - 2 .34E - 1 .48E - 5 .32E - 3 .27E - 6 .39E - 6
6 .18E - 2 .HE — 1 .71E - 6 .13E - 3 .21E - 7 .42E - 7
7 .18E - 2 .10E - 1 .32E - 6 .56E - 4 .56E - 8 .69E - 8
8 .18E - 2 .85E - 2 .93E - 7 .23E - 4 .30E - 9 .15E - 8

9 .18E - 2       .85E - 2       .10E - 6       .10E - 4     .46E - 10     .HE - 8
10 .18E - 2       .85E - 2       .10E - 6       .46E - 5      .30E - 11     .31E - 9
11 .18E - 2       .85E - 2       .10E - 6       .23E - 5      .50E - 11     .22E - 9
12 .18E - 2       .85E - 2       .10E - 6       .10E - 5      .10E - 10     .65E - 10

Table of error estimates corresponding to numerical example (4.25). The observed

error estimate is

E, =   max  |F((2/ - l)/2m) - /((2; - l)/2m)\
lsj'im

The theoretical error estimate is (4.24) above.

Stage 6. The overall efficiency of the program depends significantly on the care

with which the error estimate (Stage 5) and the subsequent decision process in Stage 6

is programmed. There are several points to bear in mind.

(a) For a fixed m, as p is increased from 1, the error at first decreases, then levels

off and then (unless /(x) is an entire function of order 1) starts to increase in a rather

spasmodic manner. The value of p at which this leveling off occurs is different for

different values of m, generally increasing monotonically with m.

(b) If m is to be increased at all, at least m further function values will be required.

Thus, the only economy effected by choosing a new value of m less than 2m is in the

data manipulation section involving the fast Fourier transform in Stage 4. In special

cases, such as where there are storage space constraints or in which the value of m

is unduly large, there may be an advantage in choosing the new value of m to be less

than double the current value. But, in general, the most convenient procedure is to

double the current value.

(c) In subsequent applications of the representation, one may wish to use as short

a trigonometrical series as possible. With such applications in mind, one may still

construct a series with an unduly large value of m; once a representation, together

with an error estimate is available, the tail of the trigonometric series may be truncated

before use in applications. This procedure is more reliable than trying to gauge an

appropriate value of m in the course of the calculation.

For example, suppose in the example illustrated one had sought a representation

with er<!q = 0.5 X 10~7 and one had ultimately decided on p = 9; m = 64. The
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theoretical error estimate is .011 X 10"7 and this is likely to be an overestimate.

Thus, we have an amount of error 0.39 X 10~7 in hand and we may omit from the

final representation any set of terms whose total contribution is known to be less

than this amount. Examination of the list of pr and vr (not given here) shows that

32 32

2 22  \pA sa 0.19 X 10"7,        2 22  Kl =a 0.02 X 10-7.
r-17 r=17

Thus, if the trigonometrical series is truncated by omitting terms 2pr cos 2irrx and

2vr sin 2ïTrx for which r ^ 17, the error incurred as a result of the truncation is less

than 0.21 X 10"7. An overall error estimate is (0.21 + 0.011) X 10"7 ~ 0.221 X 10~7.

This is a bound so long as a theoretical estimate is indeed a bound.

Inaccurate Derivatives. To assess the effect of inaccurate derivatives, the author

has constructed a straightforward numerical differentiation routine. This requires a

step size H and employs function values at x„, x0 ± {2j + l)H/2, j = 1,2, • • • ,7.

The routine is based on extrapolation. It constructs a generalised Romberg table,

discards extreme elements and averages the values of the retained elements. It returns

a set of approximation /' "(x0), s = 1, 2, ■ • • , 12, together with a crude error estimate

for each approximation.

The calculation was carried out 12 more times with approximate derivatives

obtained from the numerical differentiation routine with H = 1/16, 1/32, 1/64, • • • ,

1/32768, respectively. The first value of H gave wild results and the second gave

usable results, an accuracy of 10~5 being attainable with p ~ 6 and m = 64. The

next four, i.e., those with H = 1/64, 1/128, 1/256 and 1/512, gave results which

virtually reproduced Table 1 (to within either 10% or 10"11). Taking successively

smaller values of H had the effect of destroying a successively larger portion of the

lower part of the table, leaving the upper portion virtually identical with Table 1.

For example, the results with H = 1/4096 correspond almost precisely with those

in Table 1 up to and including p = 7. Thereafter, the error estimates for each value

of m increase rapidly giving numbers of order 10~2 at p =  11 and 10 at p =  12.

General Remarks. In the example just given, the function /(x) has a slowly

converging Fourier series. In fact, approximately 106 terms of this series are required

before the magnitudes of the terms fall below 10~7. It is simply in order to avoid

this sort of calculation that the method given here is constructed. However, for func-

tions which have a rapidly converging Fourier series, the method given here is un-

necessary. Thus, if fix) is periodic with period 1 (and of course analytic), then the

Fourier coefficients decay exponentially. In this case,

/(a)(l) - /<0,(0) = 0

and so Ap(x) = 0. A straightforward finite Fourier transform method is indicated

in this case.

It should be noticed that the calculation can be split into parts of even and odd

parity. We may define

fE{x) = \ifix) + /(I - x)),       foix) = Mix) - f{l ~ x))

and the representation of fE{x) includes only terms involving ¿?a(x) with q even and

the cosine term part of the Fourier series. Naturally, for a function which is known

to be even (or odd), only the corresponding half of the calculation described above
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need be carried out. (Only half the number of function evaluations is then necessary

since fix) = ±/(l — x).) However, care is necessary in a case in which the even part

of f{x) has significantly different characteristics from the odd part. For example,

if the even part is very much smaller than the odd part, then a table of error estimates

corresponding to Table 1 would show correspondingly little change when;? is increased

from an odd integer to an even integer, the significant change occurring only when

p is increased to an odd integer. Any assessment on which an automatic updating

procedure (in Stage 6) is based should take this possibility into account. The same

sort of phenomenon occurs when one part is periodic with period 1 but the other

part is not.

5. Concluding Remarks. The idea of expanding a given function in a series of

Bernoulli polynomials is classical and it is well known that such a series is usually

not convergent. The idea of truncating this series and expressing the remainder term

as a Fourier series (which is rapidly convergent) is described by Lanczos in [4].

While he does give some examples, he limits attention to cases where only very low-

order derivatives are required. In the notation of this paper, he uses p =  1 or 2.

The main result of this paper is that one may use large values of p and even if

the derivatives are inaccurate, the technique can be used safely to obtain results

of high accuracy.

One of the advantages of this representation is that it is relatively simple to con-

struct when the allowed error ereq is preset, and the user may have reasonable con-

fidence that

|F(x) - fix)\ < w       0 gxg 1.

The disadvantage is that it involves both algebraic and trigonometric polynomials.

This restricts to some extent the possible applications.

The author is grateful to the referee whose comments were extremely helpful in

preparing the final form of this paper.

Appendix 1. The Discretisation Error for the Offset Trapezoidal Rule. In this

appendix, we outline the theory which corresponds to that of Section 2 in the case

in which a general offset trapezoidal rule

j    m—1

(Al.l) Rlma,ifix)) = -22 /(0' + tZ)/m),        ta = (1 + a)/2,
m  ,_o

is used in place of the endpoint rule (with a = 1). Thus

(A1.2) g(x) = 7g + 2 22 iCMg cos 27T/-X + 5<r)g sin 2irrx)
r = l

is approximated by

m/2-l

G(x) = a0m'a> + 2   21   a!*'"' cos 2irrx + Xa^i"1 cos 2vmx

(A1.3)
m/2-l

+ 2   21   b[rm'al sin 2irrx + pblZ/i"1 sin 27rmx
r-l

where
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(Al.4)       alm'°] = R[vm°]igiy) cos 2¡rry),       blrm'a] = ¿?„m"1(g0>) sin 2*ry).

The coefficients X and p are usually chosen to be

(Al .5) X = p = 1.

However, we leave this assignment open pro tern. Our first aim is to express the

discretisation error G(x) — g(x) in terms of the Fourier coefficients of g(x). To this

end, we employ a finite form of the Poisson summation formula, namely

(A1.6)        Rlma\fix)) = If + 2 22 (C<ms>/ cos 2irsta + 5<ms)/ sin 2irsta).
8 = 1

This may be applied directly to the function g(x) to obtain the error incurred in

approximating Ig by a0lm,a]. For the corresponding approximations for the Fourier

coefficients, we apply (A1.6) to the functions g(x) cos 2irrx and g(x) sin 2nrx. Using

the identity

(Al.7) 2C<ms)(g(x) cos 2irrx) = C{m, + r)g + C(m,-r)g

together with three other similar identities, we find without difficulty that

CO

alm-a] - CMg =  22 (C(m, + r)g + Clms'r)g) cos 2vsta

(A 1.8a)

+ ¿(5(m,+r,g+ S(m-r)g) sin 2rsta

»=i

and

oo

blm'a] - Slr)g =   21 i-Sim, + r)g + S(m-r)g) sin 2irsta

(A1.8b)

+   ¿(S(""+r)g-   ¿'""-"g)  COS 27T5Í,,.

8 = 1

Substituting these expressions into the expression for G(x) — g(x), obtained by taking

the difference between (A 1.2) and (A 1.3), gives

co

(A1.9) G(x) - g(x) =   J2 CmgaAx) + SmgßAx)
i=i

with the functions a,(x) and ßAx) given by

"Ax) = ßAx) = 0,        t < m/2,

a Ax) = 2 {cos 2vt(sí„ + rx) — cos 2irims + r)x\,

ßAx) = 2{sin 27r(sfa + rx) — sin 2irims + r)x],
(A1.10)

t = ms + r,    \r\ < m/2,

am.+m/2(x) = 2v cos 7t(2s + l)ta — 2 cos(7rm(2s + l)x),

/3m,+m/2(x) = 2vsmiri2s + l)ta — 2Zmiirm(2s + l)x),

(A 1.11)        v = t;(X, p, ta, nix) = X cos irta cos irmx + p sin irta sin irmx.
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If we denote by M, the maximum value attainable by v, namely,

(A1.12)

and set

(A1.13)

then

(A1.14)

Thus

(A1.15)

\v\ Ú Mt =
X + p

+
X - p

M, = max(M„, 1),

\aAx)\ Ú AM,,        \ßAx)\ Ú AM,

\G{x) g{x)\ á AM,   21
l=m/2

Cwg\ + SU)g\

In the normal case, X = p = 1 and M, = 1 and so inequality (A 1.15) is identical

with the corresponding inequality (2.16) of Section 2. However, with any assignment

of X and p, the analogue of Theorem 2.17 follows from (A 1.15).

The series manipulation described above which leads to Eq. (A1.9) requires

justification as some of the series involved may be only conditionally convergent.

In fact, it follows that, so long as the Fourier series (A 1.2) is convergent for values

of x required in the rule sum evaluations, namely x — (j + ta)/m, then the series

(A1.6) and (A1.8) are also convergent, since these are finite sums of (A1.2) for various

values of j with finite weight coefficients. The step to (A1.9) requires reordering, but

this is only a local reordering and may be justified without difficulty using standard

techniques.

We conclude this appendix by outlining the situation with respect to the choice

of X and p. First, we note that the final terms in (A1.3), those with r = m are in

essence simply alternating sums over the function values. Thus

Aflm/2
+i[m,a]

ßbm/2 sin irmx

(A1.16)
= - E (-D'gf^^V, p, ta, mx).

m pü \    m    I

The condition for the analogue of Theorem 2.20 to be valid, i.e., for

(A1.17) g(^) = êiz^Z1) ,       i = 0, 1, 2, • • • , m - 1,

is

(A1.18) X cos  irta + p sin irta = 1.

1, no choiceWhile G(x) is an approximation to g(x) of trigonometric degree m/2

of X and p will make it of degree m/2. If we require the function

(A1.19) cos(7rm;c - 6),        0 g  6 g ir,

to be integrated exactly, X and p satisfy

(A1.20)        X cos irta = cos ô/cos(iTia — ff),        psmirta = sin 0/cos(7rra — 0).

If X and p satisfy these conditions, it follows that they also satisfy condition (A1.18)
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above and it also follows that

(A1.21) v(k, p, ta, mx) = cosiwmx — 6)/cosiirta — 6).

Thus, if the calculation is carried out with some value of a, and subsequently the

result is to be adjusted to fit the function cos(irwx — 8), only the final term (A1.16)

need be adjusted. This can be done for all values of 6 except the one which makes

cos(7ri« - 6) = 0.

Finally, an obvious choice for X and p is

X = 1;    p = I;    ta = 6/ir

giving

v = cos 7r(mx — ta)    and    M, =  1.

Appendix 2. Properties of ï,,,1"'"1 and YrJm'al, the Discrete Fourier Coef-

ficients of the Bernoulli Functions. In Section 3, quantities involving trapezoidal

rule sums over functions which are products of Bernoulli polynomials and sine or

cosines occur. They may be defined by

(A2.1) Z[Tm-a] =  Xlrmqa] + iY[rmqa] = RlmaiU^ e3 *''*)■

In the actual calculation, numerical values are needed for a = 1 and 0, q = 1, 2, • • • ,

p — I, r = 0, 1,2, ■ ■ ■ , m/2 and m = A, 8, 16, ■ • • , m, or some other sequence of

mesh ratios. Typical values of p and m are 10 and 32, respectively. In practice, a

straightforward way of calculating these is simply to carry out the summation in

each case. However, they do have simple analytic forms and simple expansions some

of which are derived here.

Two special cases are:

(i) q = 0.

X[rmoa] = cos 2wir/m)ta,       r/m = integer or zero,

(A2.2) Ylmoa] = sin 2irir/m)ta,        r/m = integer or zero,

X[rmóa] =   Y[rm¿a] = 0, other values of r.

(ii) r = 0.

(A2.3) ^uma°l = BAta)/mqq\, Y[om'a] = 0.

Making use of the generating function for the Bernoulli polynomials

(A2.4) Jl^T? = -!?—,        \t\<2ir,
„.o    q1- e   — 1

(see Abramowitz and Stegun [1]), we construct a generating function for Z,,,,'"'"1 as

follows: In view of (A2.1), we have

(A2.5) 2^zr.a    t   = Ry       \-l~Z\e        ]'

The trapezoidal rule sum on the right is simply a geometric progression which may
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be summed. If we set

(A2.6) t =

we find

(A2.7) ¿/Gm/z;--' =

2my, p = irr/m,

2ye
(2i/ + 2>>)! í

l -z
\a\ < l,   y * 0.

This relation is also valid for y = 0, p/2ir ¿¿ integer. The right-hand side depends on r

and m only in the combination p = n-r/m. Consequently, the function i2m)"Zr
[m, a]

is

invariant under transformations which leave r/m invariant. For example,

(A2.8) Z22mo'Q' = Zlmaa)/{2my.

The generating function (A2.7) shows that, for a fixed p, the function Zr,Q[m'a] is a

polynomial of degree q — 1 in ta. This polynomial is, apart from scaling factors,

the C-polynomial discussed in Chakravarti [7]. The precise relationship is

Zlmaa] = (q - D! »••-•«-"••C-.jd., 2ip).

In the rest of this section, we confine ourselves to the cases in which a = 0 or 1

corresponding to the trapezoidal midpoint and endpoint rules. For a = 1, we take

the mean of (A2.7) as a approaches — 1 and +1, respectively, to obtain

oo

(A2.9) 21 y\2m)"Zlmq1] = y cothiy + ip).
0=0

For a = 0, we find that (A2.7) reduces to

(A2.10) 22 yQ{2myzl,:q0] = y cosecha + ip).
0 = 0

Differentiating (A2.9) q times and setting v = 0 gives

q\ i2myzlmZ] =f-,{y cothO* + ip))

q "To^í coth(y + ip)
dy

Thus

(A2.ll)
Z\

Im.l] 1

i2m)\q - ly.dz"

i_dZ_
i2m)\q - l)\Z dx"

:ï coth z

cot x

Since XTtq[m,1] and Fr,,1"1'11 are real and, except for the factor i", the right-hand side

of (A2.11) is real, we find at once that

(A2.12)

vim , 1 1    _    r.
^r.o —    s)> q odd,

q even,

while one may construct a list of analytic forms for the nonzero quantities by dif-

y[m.l ]    _    f,
r . o ^ »
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ferentiation. Thus

Fi"'11 = -{2m)'1 cot p,

(A2 13) X[rm2u = +(2m)-2(cot2 p + 1),

Ylry] = +(2m)-3(cot3 p + cot p),

X[ry] = -(2m)"4(cot4 p + 4 cot2 p + I),

and so on. Here, p = irr/m and 0 < p < 2 ir. A series representation follows from

the series for cot x, namely

(A2.14) cotx = i+ 222ki-l)k-~xik-\       0 < |^| < 7T.
X ¡t_i (¿K-)-

Using this in (A2.11) gives

i-l)ni2m)2nXlX'

_ —_1_ j_1 y 2*(— 1Y*   ^2t    (2A: — 1)!    2t-2n-i

(A2 15) P2"      (2« - D! Ù,    (      '  Í2k)\ Í2k - 2n)\ P

i-l)ni2m)2n-1Yirm2:i,

_ 1 _■_1 V"»   ~k,_ . -.k     B2k_j2k 1)! 2*-2n + l

= p2""1 "1" (2« - 2)! h    (      '  {2k)\ Í2k - 2it + 1)! P

Similar results for Xr,qlm,0] and Fr,0I",,°1 may be obtained following a precisely anal-

ogous procedure, starting with (A2.10) in place of (A2.9). This leads to

(A2.16) ZÍ-;°' = (2m)o(9 _ 1}, ,.o-2 -^ cosec x

and

(A2.17)

r,i     = —(2m)    cosec p,

^r™'01 = +(2r?i)~2 cosec p cot p,

Fr"T   = +(2m)     cosec p(cot2 p + J),

^[m.oi =  _(2m)-4 cosec p(cot3 p + f cot p).

These values may also be obtained from the corresponding values with a = 1 since,

as each is a trapezoidal rule sum,

(A2.18) i(Zrmo01 + Zr™'1,) = Zr2r".

We require in Appendix 3 a bound on the difference between these discrete

Fourier transforms of Btix)/q\ and the corresponding Fourier coefficients. This is

given in Theorem A2.25 below. As a preliminary, we consider the function

(A2.19) fix) = l/x - cotx,        |x| < ir.

In view of (A2.14), this function has a Taylor expansion about x = 0 all of whose

coefficients are nonnegative. It follows that

Lemma A2.20. /(x) and all its derivatives are monotonie increasing positive valued

functions of x in the interval 0 < x < ir.
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Next, we require bounds on the values of the derivatives of /(x) at x = ir/2.

Since cot x = —tan (x — ir/2), the derivatives of cot x at x = ir/2 coincide with the

negatives of the derivatives of tan x at x = 0. Using this, we find without difficulty that

(A2.21) fa\ir/2) = {2q)\/{tr/2)i'+1,

(A2.22)        f2q'1\ir/2) = -{2q - l)!/(vr/2)2a + 22a(22a - 1) \B2q\/2q.

This second expression may be rewritten and bounded as follows

,,20-»,   ,« _ Off - D! J,   ,    2    ,    2
/ 2"     Or/2) = , .2o ' \l + Tal + T2I + •

(A2.23) (^/2)       l 3 5

Ú (~~){2q - l)\/iir/2)2\        ,èl.

It follows from (A2.11) and (3.14) that

«,,« -I..U ^r./ßoixA ._(r,/Äo(x)\ -f-«/"-"
(A2.24) Zr.q     - C.  {—) - ,S.   ^—j = (2w)o(9 _

(Pi

where, as before, p = irr/m.

Taking the real and imaginary parts of (A2.24), confining ourselves to values of p

in the interval [0, ir/2], using Lemma A2.20 and the extreme values (A2.21) and

(A2.23), we find the following theorem:

Theorem A2.25.   For q ^ 1 and r g m/2,

0 < i-iy°^'\XlZQ1] - ClT\BAx)/q\)) Ú Kjiirmy,

0 < i-l)^1)/2iYlmqu - S(Z\BAx)/q\)) ^ Ljiirmy,

where

K2 = iir2 - A)/A,        K2i >  K2i + 2 > I,

Kq = 0,        La =  1, q odd,

Lo=0, q even.

The bounded quantities are monotonie increasing functions of r ior identically zero)

attaining the upper bound when r = m/2.

We conclude this section with rather a trivial theorem, which is convenient to

use in Section 3.

Theorem A2.26.

m/2-l

£{mI,(x) = B,ix) - 2   22    ylZA] sin 2irrx
r = l

satisfies inequality (3.,20), namely |£i'mll(x)| < f.

We establish this by comparison with a function

m/2-l

(A2.27) fix) = BAx) - 2   22   SMiBAx)) sin 2irrx
T = l

which represents the difference between the saw tooth function 5,(x) and the first

m/2 — 1 terms of its Fourier expansion. It is well known that
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(A2.28) |*(X)I  á i

Now

|£i    '(*) - Hx)\ =

(A2.29)
j     m/£~ i

<-   21  /(«/«).

2   ¿2   {Ylm,A> - S(r)ÍB,íx)))sm2irrx

m/2-1

ffî

where the inequality is based on replacing sin 2irrx by 1 and using (A2.24) with q = 1.

Since /(0) = 0 and f{ir/2) = 2/x and /'(x) is nonnegative in the interval [0, ît/2], it

follows that

(A2.30) liirr/m) < Ar/irm,        0 < r < m/2.

Thus

(A2.31) |Fi"""(x) - *(*)■! < -   £   (4rAm) = ^- (l - -)•
m   TLT, 2ir \ ml

Theorem A2.26 follows from inequalities (A2.28) and (A2.31).

Appendix 3. Effect of Approximate Derivatives on Practical Convergence

Criterion. In this section, we discuss briefly the effect of approximate derivatives

on the actual quantities which are used in the practical convergence criterion. The

purpose of such a discussion is to verify that spasmodic behaviour is not introduced

into the Fourier coefficients or their trapezoidal rule approximations in a way which

might hamper the operation of the criterion.

It follows quite simply from (3.7) and other formulas in Section 3 that

(A3.1)

n(r)  - ~(r) V1    A /-,(')(Bq{x)\
C    gp - C    gp =  ¿^ Ao-iCx   I——1

o-i \   qi   /

A,      ,   _^3_   , ,   (-1)' A2i_i

"(27rr)2 + Í2irry't  '"'  +       (2,rr)2¡

where

(A3.2) 1= lip- 0/2].

Similarly

v-i
i\1   -n -Im.l] „[m.l]    _     V^    a v[m,ll
(A3.3) ar,p     — or,p      -   Z^^o-i^r.o    •

Thus

(A3.4)

/..[m.l] j~,{r) ~ •. (    [m.l] /~,(t)      •>
(aTtV     — C    gp) — (aTiP     — C    gv)

The first point to note is that the functions on the right-hand side of these equations

are colloquially 'smooth' functions of the integer variable r. By themselves, they are

not likely to mislead a carefully constructed practical convergence criterion. Thus, if,
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in practice, it is found that the sequence är,pm' l\r = 1,2, •• -, is behaving erratically,

this behaviour is likely to be a consequence of the fact that the sequence ar,pm,u,

r = 1,2, • • • , behaves erratically and it is most unlikely to be induced by the use of

approximate derivatives.

Next, we look at the magnitude of the right-hand side of (A3.1). For small

values of r, this may be quite large. However, for large values of r, this difference

approaches zero. Specifically, using bounds (3.34) on the values of A,_i,

(A3.5)

\cMgp - cMgP\ <f(¿-T,\2irr)

<£(=)•   >***■

(While this difference approaches zero, the actual value of the coefficients also ap-

proaches zero. C{r) gp approximates Ctr)gp in an absolute sense and not a relative

sense.) Since the function g„(x) may be quite different from gp(x), one expects their

Fourier coefficients to be different. This result indicates that the numerical difference

is largely accounted for by the early Fourier coefficients.

Finally, we treat (A3.4) in the same way. Using the bound stated in Theorem A2.25,

we find

-m.l] A-<(rl--. --_I »». I 1 ^.UJ„ \i
ar,p     — C    gp) — (ar,P     — C    gp)[

(A3.6)
^ 2.2 &(—)". m ^ k/ir,

k   \irml

irm \wml
m ^ k/ir.

This inequality compares the error in the trapezoidal rule approximation in the

two cases. These bounds are independent of r. For all values of m, the second bracket

on the left-hand side is of order 0(m~2i~2). Thus for small values of m, the first

bracket on the right behaves as if there were an additional term of order OimT21).

When m exceeds k/ir, this additional term is below the required accuracy ereq < 2ptf

by a comfortable margin. Thus, even though for small values of r, Clr)gp and C{r)gp

are quite different, the different trapezoidal rule approximations approach their

respective limits at much the same rate.

Completely analogous formulas relating to the sine Fourier coefficients exist,

and analogous conclusions hold.
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